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ABSTRACT 
Journal bearings are used in many applications. An 
increase of their load carrying capacity and/or decrease 
of their losses may allow for savings of an enormous 
amount of energy. One way to enhance the 
characteristics of journal bearings is to modify the 
surface texture of the stator. The purpose of the present 
study is to investigate the influence of a textured rotor 
on journal bearing characteristics.  

Computational Fluid Dynamics is used to model the 
flow between the rotor and the journal. The full Navier-
Stokes equations are solved under unsteady conditions 
with the commercial software ANSYS CFX 11. A two-
dimensional geometry is used to model the bearing. In 
order to make a simulation, a separate rotor and stator 
are made and are attached to each other using a rotor-
stator interface.  

Firstly, a single mesh for the smooth journal bearing 
is used to evaluate possible numerical artefacts created 
by the interface. The results illustrate a difference of 
2.8 % in the load carrying capacity. Simulation with a 
dimpled rotor followed. Comparison between a dimpled 
rotor and smooth rotor shows no significant increase in 
load carrying capacity of the journal bearing when 
thermal effects are not taken into account. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Journal bearing is one source of power loss in many 
power systems. This kind of bearings works in the 
hydrodynamic lubrication regime, thereby there is a film 
of lubricant between the shaft and the journal to 
separate them. As the shaft rotates in the journal it 
continuously provides energy to the lubricant. This 
energy is dissipated in the lubricant as a result of fluid 
shear. All of which further contribute to reduction of 
efficiency of the system. For such a hydrodynamic 
system, the friction always needs to be minimized. 
There are a few alternatives [1] to decrease the friction, 
such as: reducing the lubricant viscosity, operate the 
system at lower loads or shear rates or modifying the 
geometry of the contact by introducing singularities as a 
step or a textured surface in the contact. This work 
concentrates on the effects of surface texturing of the 
rotor on the load carrying capacity of the bearing by 
using CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic). 

Surface texturing has been a subject of several 
theoretical and experimental studies. This is due to the 
fact that small improvements in bearing performance 
can be greatly economically beneficial. Amongst all the 
research which has been carried out on surface 

texturing, little of it investigated the effect of shaft 
texturing on bearing performance. Snegovski and 
Bulyuk conducted an experiment to study journal 
bearings with and without micro-grooves on the shaft 
[2]. Parts of the shaft had surface micro-relief formed by 
a system of non-intersecting sinusoidal microgrooves 
obtained by the vibrating roll-forming method. 
According to the authors the load carrying capacity was 
increased 1.5-2 times compared to a smooth shaft for 
sliding velocities ranging from 30 to 60 m/s. For 
grooves greater than 12-15 µm no improvement in 
bearing performance was achieved. The same bearings 
were tested in the low speed range. Frictional losses 
were reduced by 10 to 15% with the dimpled shaft. 
Bulyuk [3] worked on thermal analysis of sliding 
bearings with micro-channels on the shaft. He claimed 
that there is a forced turbulization in the loaded zone. 
The heat removal from the shaft becomes 1.8 to 4 
times greater with micro-channels compared with the 
smooth shaft.  

Arghir et al. [4] predicted pressure build up with the 
presence of macro-roughness. Sahlin et al. [5] 
confirmed this finding later and presented an 
optimization of the geometry. Cupillard et al. [1] studied 
a journal bearing with surface texture using the full 
Navier-Stokes equations and a cavitation model. As the 
authors illustrated, the coefficient of friction can be 
reduced if dimples of suitable width are introduced. 
According to the authors, this can be achieved either in 
the region of maximum hydrodynamic pressure for a 
bearing with a high eccentricity ratio or just downstream 
of the maximum film for a bearing with a low 
eccentricity ratio. A new effect of pressure build up was 
identified at low eccentricity ratio. The authors in [6] 
also investigate the mechanism of pressure build up in 
a convergent gap between two sliding surfaces due to 
the texture. According to them, as the fluid receives 
energy from the moving wall, lower losses in the inlet 
than in the outlet part produce positive variation of the 
mechanical energy in the inlet part and pressure is built 
up. It has also been shown that the pressure gradient 
decreases when recirculation occurs. Previous 
research shows that surface texturing is likely to be a 
way of improving the performance of a journal bearing. 
All the work which has been done so far on shaft 
texturing was experimental and a complete study of the 
effect of the textured shaft on improving bearing 
performance using the full Navier-Stokes equations has 
not yet been under taken. Such study may give 
valuable insight of pressure build-up under the 
presence of a dimpled rotor.   

The present work investigates an academical 2-
dimensional bearing under isothermal conditions. The 
objectives are to evaluate the capabilities of ANSYS 
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CFX 11 to handle moving object as well as get further 
insights in the pressure build-up mechanism under the 
presence of a dimple on the shaft. 
 
THEORY 
 
Governing Equations 
The Navier-Stokes equations are solved using CFX 11. 
No Reynolds or Stokes assumptions are made in the 
equations. The equations are applied without body 
force and with constant properties. They are unsteady 
and solved in the x and y directions since a 2-
dimensional geometry is used. The flow is laminar and 
unsteady. Isothermal conditions are applied. With these 
properties the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations 
can be written respectively, 
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Geometries Used and Parameters Studied 
A two dimensional model identical to the one used by 
Cupillard et al. [1] to perform simulations with shallow 
dimples is used. The lubricant used is also as in [1]. 
The difference resides in the presence of one dimple on 
the shaft rather than the bearing. The lubricant used 
had a density of 840 kg/m3 and a dynamic viscosity of 
0.0127 Pa.s. The dimensions used for the journal 
bearing are as follows: Rs = 0.05 m (the shaft radius), c 
= 0.145 mm (the radial clearance), ε = 0.1 (the 
eccentricity ratio) and ω = 48.1 rad/s (the angular 
velocity). 
 In order to perform a simulation a separate rotor and 
stator are made and attached to each other using a 
rotor-stator interface. Figures 1 and 2 show the dimpled 
rotor, the rotor-stator interface and stator. Figure 3 
shows the dimple geometry where, w = 0.004 m (the 
width of the dimple) and d = 44 µm (the depth of the 
dimple). With these dimensions d/hmin = 0.34 (ratio of 
the dimple depth to the minimum film thickness), the 
dimple according to [1], is categorized as a shallow 
dimple. A single mesh for the smooth rotor is also used 
so as to evaluate eventual numerical artefacts due to 
the interface.  
 

 
Fig.1. Textured rotor model in the journal bearing 

 
Fig.2. Part of the two dimensional model  
 

The load carrying capacity at each time step is 
calculated from the integration of the pressure acting on 
the shaft such as:  
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 The average load carrying capacity over a period, T, 
is then calculated by, 
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Where the period T is related to the angular velocity, 
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Fig.3. Dimple geometry 
 
Boundary Conditions 
In this simulations the frame of reference is changed at 
the interface between rotor and stator, thereby one 
frame change/mixing model should be used to connect 
the two meshes in the interface. There are three types 
of frame change/mixing models in ANSYS CFX: Frozen 
rotor, Stage and Transient rotor-stator [7]. 
 The Frozen rotor interface is used to obtain a steady 
state solution. It requires the least amount of 
computational time to converge.  The result is also used 
as an initial guess for unsteady simulation with 
Transient rotor-stator interface. Transient rotor-stator 
simulations require a large amount of computer 
resources in terms of simulation time, disk space and 
quantitative post processing of the data. 
 The rotor has an angular velocity ω = 48.1 rad/s and 
the stator is set to be stationary. The reference 
pressure is set to zero at the stator wall, thereby all the 
relative pressures are measured with reference to this 
pressure. The no slip condition is used both for the rotor 
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and the stator wall. The symmetric boundary condition 
is used for circumferences of the rotor and stator. 
 
Meshing Strategy 
The generated grid for the simulations is composed of 
47 040 and 80 360 hexahedral elements for the smooth 
rotor-stator (both single and combined mesh) and for 
the dimpled rotor-stator, respectively. Since a finer 
mesh is used inside the dimple to resolve the gradients 
occurring at the inlet and outlet section, the number of 
elements of the grid in the dimpled rotor-stator is higher 
than the smooth case.  

Mesh refinements for this project is similar to 
Cupillard et al. [1]. Therefore, the numerical error is 
about 0.5% for the load. In order to completely resolve 
the gradients occurring at the inlet and outlet of the 
dimples, refinements are made inside the dimple. Since 
there is no cavitation with the eccentricity used [1], no 
refinements are made for cavitation. Figure 4 shows the 
refined grid for the dimple. 
 

 
Fig.4. Grid in the dimple region 
 
RESULTS 
 
Convergence Criteria 
In order to evaluate the convergence of the unsteady 
simulations, the load carrying capacity of the bearing 
was monitored through the simulations. The root mean 
square of the Courant number (RMS Cr) was monitored 
to check if the time step reduction was sufficient for the 
solver to adequately simulate the transient interaction of 
the flow between the stator and rotor. Figure 5 shows 
the variation of the load carrying capacity for dimpled 
and smooth bearing for combined mesh as well as the 
load for a single mesh function of the simulation time for 
different courant number, i.e. time step. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.5. Load carrying capacity (a) smooth rotor and (b) 
dimpled rotor. In fig.5 (a) for RMS Cr = 131, the load is 
between 4150 to 5500 N/m. (The red line represents the 
load obtained for a single mesh without dimple.) 
 
 As can be seen from figure 5, after the rotor swirled 
several times in the stator (T = 0.1306 s) the load 
carrying capacity became periodic, indicating 
convergence. The influence of the courant number is 
significant on the result. As the RMS Cr decreases, the 
variation of the load decreases for the smooth rotor 
while the load becomes sinusoidal for the dimpled rotor, 
as expected. 
 
Frequency analysis of the load 
Although the convergence was achieved for the 
problem, there were some oscillations in the load 
carrying capacity, see e.g. figure 5 a. A frequency 
analysis was done using fast Fourier transform (FFT). 
One frequency is present in the FFT of the dimpled 
rotor load: the frequency of rotation f=7.66 HZ. Figure 6 
shows the frequency contents of the load carrying 
capacity for smooth rotor with RMS Cr = 1 over one 
period.  

A frequency analysis of the load obtained for the 
smooth rotor shows that the first and main frequency is 
the angular frequency of the rotor. The other 
frequencies are harmonics of this frequency. These 
harmonics are due to the relative position of the rotor 
mesh to the stator mesh.  

 

 
Fig.6. Frequency contents of the smooth rotor for RMS Cr = 
1 
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Smooth Rotor 
A single mesh and combined mesh by an interface were 
used to assess the CFD code capabilities to handle 
moving objects in the flow as well as eventual numerical 
artefacts. For both cases the total number of elements, 
dimensions and properties were identical. Table 1, 
shows the average load per unit width for single and 
combined mesh. 
  
Table 1 – Load for the smooth rotor.  
 Load (N/m) Difference (%) 
Single mesh 6885 - 
Combined mesh 
steady 

6798 -1.3 

Combined mesh 
unsteady  

6696 -2.8 

 
The load carrying capacity of the bearings obtained 

with combined mesh is 1.3 % lower than for the single 
mesh for steady calculations. While it is 2.8 % lower for 
unsteady simulations of the combined mesh case. 
 The difference in load is attributed to the interface 
which is first order and thus involves some numerical 
diffusion. The unsteady simulation magnifies the 
influence of the interface on the results.  
 
Dimpled rotor 
Load carrying capacity of the textured rotor was 
compared with the same smooth rotor for combined 
mesh by a transient rotor-stator interface. Figure 7 shows 
the load carrying capacity of the dimpled and smooth 
rotor over one period for RMS Cr = 1. 
 

  
Fig.7. Load carrying capacity for smooth and dimpled rotor 
for RMS Cr = 1 over one period 
 
 The load for the smooth bearing varies near its mean 
value with some oscillations. The reason is unclear but 
may be attributed to a maximum Courant number, which 
is above 1. On the other hand, the load for the textured 
rotor bearing has only one peak and dip over its period.  
Figure 8 shows the load for the dimpled rotor with the 
position of the dimple at the highest and lowest 
magnitude of the load over one period. 

 
Fig.8. Load carrying capacity for dimpled rotor with the 
position of the dimple over one period 
 
 As illustrated in figure 8, interestingly, when the load 
increases from its dip to its peak, the dimple on the rotor 
rotates from the largest film thickness to the smallest film 
thickness position in the journal bearing. As the load 
declines smoothly to its dip again, the dimple changed its 
position to the largest film thickness.  

These preliminary results are in contradiction with 
previous findings from Cupillard et al. [6] as mentioned in 
the introduction. Further analysis is necessary to 
completely understand the phenomenon. 
 The average load carrying capacities of the dimpled 
and smooth rotor are compared in table 2. 
 
Table 2 – Comparison smooth and dimpled rotor.  
 Load (N/m) Difference (%) 
Smooth rotor 6696 - 
Dimpled rotor 6719 +0.34 
 
 The difference between the mean values of the 
loads is around 0.34 % which can be neglected. Hence, 
the dimple did not change the load carrying capacity of 
the journal bearing without thermal effects being taken 
into account. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Numerical simulations of a journal bearing with a single 
dimple on the rotor using Computational Fluid Dynamic 
(CFD) have been performed using the commercial 
software ANSYS CFX 11. Comparison was made 
between the single mesh and combined mesh by an 
interface to evaluate eventual artefacts generated by 
the interface. The result shows a little difference in load 
(2.8 %) attributed to the interface, which may generates 
numerical diffusion. This result shows nevertheless the 
capability of ANSYS CFX 11 to handle moving objects 
in the flow. 
 Comparison between the textured rotor and smooth 
rotor showed no significant increase in load carrying 
capacity of the journal bearing. 
 Few points deserve future investigation: 

• Explanation of the load variation over a period 
function of the dimple position 

• A heat transfer model should be used to 
investigate the influence of the rotor texturing 
on the load carrying capacity in non-isothermal 
conditions 
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• 3-dimensional model with cavitation and heat 
transfer 

• Investigate the Reynolds number dependence 
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NOMENCLATURE 
ε eccentricity ratio (=e/c), - 
μ fluid dynamic viscosity, Pa.s 
ω angular velocity, rad/s 
L  average load per unit of length over on period, N/m 
ρ fluid density, kg/m3   
θ circumferential coordinate, rad 
c radial clearance, m 
Cr courant number, - 
d dimple depth, m 
d/hmin dimple depth to minimum film thickness ratio, - 
e eccentricity, m 
hmin minimum film thickness, m 
L load per unit of length, N/m 
l  bearing length, m 
P fluid pressure, Pa 
r radial coordinate, m 
Rs  shaft radius, m 
T period, s  
ui velocity in the i direction, m/s 
w dimple width, m  
xi coordinate in the i direction, m 
z axial coordinate, m  
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